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Abstract: Stoner and colleagues refer to 'cycle friendly cities' within their visionary paper what will physical activity look like in 2025 [Public Health 128, 2014: 395e396]. Their paper prompted us to reflect on more current day developments for cycling and physical activity promotion closer to home. In 2014, the Tour de France comes to Yorkshire, UK and in the lead authors home City, York. In our letter to the Editor, we reflect on the issues of promoting physical activity using the Tour de France, notably the recruitment of sedentary and inactive populations.
Dear Editor,

Stoner and colleagues refer to ‘cycle friendly cities’ within their visionary paper for physical activity in 2025 [1] and their short communication prompted me to reflect on more current day developments for cycling and physical activity promotion closer to home. In 2014, the Tour de France comes to Yorkshire, and my [the first author] home City of York, ‘the Tour’ will pass by the ‘end of my street’ as it heads out on the route to the Yorkshire Dales. [2] The ‘Tour’ has been seen as offering a great opportunity for the promotion of physical, social and mental health, including physical activity. While enjoying the spectacle of the peloton winding its ways through the neighbourhood [2], I wonder how many non-cyclists, and sedentary and inactive people have been inspired to become more physically active as a result of ‘the Tour’? In supporting cycling leading up and during the visit of ‘the Tour’, a number of interventions have been set up, including a festival of ‘cycling themed social and cultural activities [3]. In many cases, patrons are encouraged to make their way to events on their cycles. For those new to cycling, activities also include taster events; mass participation rides and motivational interviewing sessions which assess and support individual’s preparedness to cycle. These events, along with other activities have been dovetailed into the City’s strategic approach to cycling and interventions have been supported by a broad range of partners [4]. Delivering these events poses many logistical challenges for those local agencies, but it is when the ‘Tour’ has moved on, that most significant challenges exist. That is, (i) how to encourage those infrequent cyclists to cycle more often and (ii) how to encourage sedentary and inactive individuals to take up and sustain physical activities, such as cycling on a regular basis. Such impacts are not only important for increasing physical activity levels and the health of the local population [5], but also can potentially help improve the local environment by reducing the build-up of motor vehicle traffic in city centres. Indeed, reductions in congestion are surely dependent on modal shift? As such, increases in the proportion of people taking up active modes of transportation, such cycling, will traverse for a short distance, have failed to show that ‘non cyclists’ have been recruited to the behaviour as a result of the intervention. [6-7]. With the strapline ‘Be Part of It’ emblazoned on promotional literature for ‘the Tour’ [2], it is important that the demographic profile of participants and the number of sedentary and inactive groups recruited along with the level of changes in physical activity (including cycling), are included in the monitoring and evaluation strategy. These impacts must form part of the statements of the effect and effectiveness of the ‘Tour de France’ in promoting physical activity locally in the City. In doing so, we will have a better understanding of who was and continues to be ‘part of it’!
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